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Abstract. Natural Language Processing (NLP) has evolved significantly
over the last decade. This paper highlights the most important milestones
of this period, while trying to pinpoint the contribution of each individ-
ual model and algorithm to the overall progress. Furthermore, it focuses
on issues still remaining to be solved, emphasizing on the groundbreak-
ing proposals of Transformers, BERT, and all the similar attention-based
models.
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1 Introduction

Records of NLP application can be found even before the early 1900’s when there
were attempts of using machine translation to translate text from one language
to another [1]. Meanwhile, there were some conflicting views between linguistics
and computer science claiming that language is generative in nature and cannot
be described with mathematical concepts [2].

Alan Turing adequately answered “Can machines think?” in 1950, by intro-
ducing the research/study of “Imitation Game” [3], a simulation process of a
computer acting and answering without substantially changing the outcome[4].
Thus the machine is considered to be “thinking”, as long as having a conversation
with it could be indistinguishable from that with a human.

The first successful attempt to achieve that was ELIZA[5], a simple program
within the Project of Mathematics and Computation (“Project MAC”) at MIT
that managed to mislead people into believing that it’s a psychologist, reflecting
on questions by turning the questions back at the speaker. Another program was
PARRY (Colby, 1975) mimicking a paranoid schizophrenic [6]. Over the years,
programs were getting ”smarter” like Eugene Goostman [7] or Cleverbot [8] that
statistically analyzes huge databases of real conversations to determine the best
responses.

The downside was the inability to keep consistency and keep up with brand
new subjects. There are numerous variations or alternatives to the Turing test,
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like when humans have to prove their non-machine nature to a computer (ex.
CAPTCHA [9]) or when we use AI to create original art.

Translating machines patents, Artsourni, Troyanskii propose dictionaries1930

Imitation Game by Alan Turing1950

Syntactic Structures by Noam Chomsky1957

ELIZA: Computer Psychotherapist by Joseph Weizenbaum1966

SHRDLU: NLU Computer Program by Terry Winograd (MIT)1968

Conceputal Dependency theory by Roger Schank1969

PARRY: Computer Schizophrenic person by Colby1975

ATN: Augmented Transition Network by William A. Woods1980

MUBBLE,MOPTRANS,KODIAK,ABSITY,DR.SPAITSO,RACTER...

AI Software (Question Answering system) from IBM by Watson2006

Siri : Mobile Assistant by Apple2011

Fig. 1. A summarized timeline of important NLP milestones.

Over the last decade, NLP grew rapidly and led to next-gen applications,
such as virtual assistants like Siri or Alexa. New methodologies were developed
using neural networks or unsupervised learning for acquiring vector represen-
tations of words like Word2Vec or GloVe. The latest milestone in this growth,
was the introduction of the attention-based models, using a mechanism that
comprehends contextual associations between words and phrases.

NLP as a sub-field of AI, examines and detects patterns in data and uses
them in achieving better understanding and generating natural language. There
are several applications of NLP, some of them are:

1. Search engines
2. Virtual assistangs & Chatbots
3. Sentence segmentation
4. Part of speech tagging
5. Information Extraction
6. Question Answering
7. Machine Translation

8. Deep Analysis

9. Named entity recognition

10. Spam Detection

11. Text-to-speech & Speech-to-Text

12. Sentimental analysis

13. Text Summarization

NLP converts human language from the form of raw text data, into structured
data (computer-understandable), but prior, it needs to perceive the data based
on grammar, context and decide on intent and entities, with a process called Nat-
ural Language Understanding(NLU). On the other hand, Natural Language Gen-
eration(NLG), is a process that converts computer-generated data into human
understandable text. This system generates well structured dynamic documents
using both document-planning, micro-planning and realization, by representing
human-like desired sentences[10].
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2 Related Work

Though other surveys have previously presented various trends in Natural Lan-
guage Processing and Machine Learning ([11],[12],[13]), each in a different way
either with a more practical or theoretical approach. In this review, we will at-
tempt to pinpoint and summarize the most critical and important breakthroughs
in the field of NLP up until today, while also focusing on the still existent and
new emerging challenges.

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 The Literature Accumulation

The search begins with Google Scholar’s highest cited results for the last 10
years, while also tracing references and backwards citations. The search in-
cluded at least one keyword of each group: Machine Learning (Machine Learning,
Transformer, CNN, Neural Network, Recurrent, GRU, Deep Learning, Recursive,
LSTM, ML) and NLP (Natural Language, NLP, NLU, NLG).

Clearly, there’s a steadily increasing number of papers on the combined sub-
ject, booming after the proposal of Transformers, with publications of derived
models and methodologies for transfer learning (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Publications for NLP in general and references to popular Transformer papers.

3.2 The NLP field Transformation

Having a strong presence within the last decade, Word embeddings is a term
where words that have the same meaning have a similar representation. In 2013,
Mikolov introduced two different techniques for text vectorization: Skip Gram
and Common Bag Of Words (CBOW) [14]. Both of them were released in
a library under a single name, “Word2Vec” and later in the same year some
improvements for both of them were suggested in an attempt to remedy polysemy
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[15]. Not long before, in 2011, the same author had also introduced a Recurrent
Neural Net Language Model(RNNLM) being up to 15 times more efficient
compared to past approaches [16].

In 2014 Pennington proposed an unsupervised learning algorithm for retriev-
ing vector representations for words, named GloVe [17]. Recurrent/Recur-
sive Networks and LSTMs are intriguing recent developments in ML with
Sutskever suggesting the Sequence to Sequence (sec2sec) model[18]. Also at
the same year, Kalchbrenner proposed a Dynamic Convolutional Neural
Network(DCNN) [19] and Kim explored a variety of classification tasks [20].

Dong in 2015 introduced multi-column convolutional neural networks
(MCCNNs) to analyze questions from multiple aspects and create their repre-
sentations [21]. Yin presented a comparative study between CNN and RNN for
NLP summing up the progress up until then [22]. Upadhyay in 2017 introduced a
new method for managing polysemy in word embeddings [23]. Peters Suggested
the Embeddings from Language Models in 2018 [24]. The Same year Chen intro-
duced a new LSTM that outperformed all previous models on Natural Language
Inference. [25].

3.2.1 Introducing Attention: the era of Transformers

Bahdanau, based on the previously proposed Encoder-Decoder architecture,
introduced the term “Attention”[26]: an alignment score for each input word,
based on the decoder’s previous hidden state and the current input state of
the sentence. Using this score, the decoder can decide which parts of the input
sentence are the most important, without having to encode all of the input
sentences into a fixed length vector.

Following this concept, Vaswani[27] made a rather bold proposal that leads
to the Transformers architecture: the replacement of the costly RNNs with
multi-headed self-attention layers in Encoder-Decoder models, thus increasing
dramatically their performance, setting a new state-of-the-art for various tasks.
Based on that idea, a whole new category of models emerged (Fig. 3). The
Transformer XL[28] was suggested later on, attempting to resolve the limited
length of the original Transformer’s input.

Transfer learning and pre-training came along as another important pro-
gression. Howard and Ruder [29] proposed Universal Language Model Fine-
tuning (ULMFiT) in 2018, a transfer learning method that could be applied
to any task in NLP, consisting of 3 stages: training in a large amount of text to
capture general features, fine tuning for the task at hand with discriminative fine
tuning and slanted triangular learning rates, and finally adding and fine tuning
the classifier layers. Discriminative fine tuning allows the tuning of each layer
with a different learning rate, while slanted triangular learning rates linearly
increases the learning rate initially, linearly reducing it then again afterwards.
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TRANSFORMER

Transformer XL

XLNet
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BERT
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T5

GPT-1/2/3

Fig. 3. The evolution of Transformer based models.

By combining the idea of pre-training and separating the Encoder part of this
new Transformer architecture and stacking it as many times as needed, OpenAI’s
team (Radford [30][31], Brown [32]) created 3 versions of the Generative Pre-
Training model (a.k.a. GPT-1/2/3). Each version featured a larger number of
parameters and pretraining in a larger corpus, achieving a new state-of-the-art
for tasks like text generation and question answering with each version. The
third version though is still not openly available, while a smaller model with 117
million parameters has been released for the second version.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) tech-
nique was introduced by Devlin[33], with an architecture similar to that of
GPT. As the name suggests, one of its basic differences with GPT is the bi-
directionality that helps in better understanding of the context, giving it a cru-
cial advantage over other models. By releasing a base and an (extremely) larger
model, BERT achieved state-of-the-art performance in tasks like question an-
swering and text classification and can be used for a variety of other NLP tasks
just by fine-tuning with a much smaller task-specific corpus.

Various publications branched from the initial BERT release, attempting to
improve it or provide a solution to its drawbacks. RoBERTa[34] was proposed
as a better pretraining method, while DistilBERT[35] and ALBERT[36] were
smaller, faster alternatives with training speed and reduced memory consump-
tion in mind.

Yang proposed XLNet [37], an autoregressive (AR) model attempting to
fix a discrepancy in the MLM task of BERT where the dependency between the
masked input tokens is ignored. In order to achieve that, it’s using a permutation
language modeling objective – meaning that all tokens are predicted instead of
only the 15% of BERT’s masked tokens. And though AR models can usually
access the context in one direction, the permutation allows it to be bi-directional.
XLNet can outperform BERT – sometimes significantly – at 20 tasks.

Sun from Baidu introduced Enhanced Representation through kNowledge
IntEgration (ERNIE) [38] at the beginning of 2019, a character-based model
antagonizing BERT for the current state-of-the-art with a slight different mask-
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ing strategy - multi-stage instead of the random one BERT has. Later, in 2020,
Baidu released a second version of ERNIE [39] introducing “continual pretrain-
ing” and multiple training tasks for lexical, syntactical and semantical analysis,
claiming to outperform BERT and XLNet not only for the Chinese language,
but for English as well (see Table 1).

Score CoLA SST-2 MRPC STS-B MNLI-m QNLI RTE WNLI AX

ERNIE 90,9 74,4 97,8 93,9/91,8 93,0/92,6 91,9 97,3 92,0 95,9 51,7

ALBERT - 69.1 97.1 93.4/91.2 92.5/92.0 91.3 91.0 89.2 89.2 50.2

XLNet - 70.2 97.1 92.9/90.5 93.0/92.6 90.9 - 88.5 92.5 48.4

RoBERTa 88.1 67.8 96.7 92.3/89.8 92.2/91.9 90.8 95.4 88.2 89.0 48.7

XLM 83.1 62.9 95.6 90.7/87.1 88.8/88.2 89.1 94.0 76.0 71.9 44.7

BERTlarge 80.5 60.5 94.9 89.3/85.4 87.6/86.5 86.7 92.7 70.1 65.1 39.6

Table 1: Results for various Transformers in the current GLUE Leaderboard [40].

3.3 More Data, Please!

The General Language Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) benchmark is a pop-
ular tool that evaluates the ability to analyze natural language understand-
ing systems [40] featuring its very own leaderboard. A second version of it
(SuperGLUE) came out a year later [41], featuring more and harder tasks,
to achieve an even more accurate evaluation of the ever-evolving NLP models.
GLUE consists of 11 tasks and their equivalent compilation of test datasets,
while SuperGLUE features 10 more.

Common Crawl [42] is a repository with a significant amount of web crawl
data, used as pre-training material for many of the models. It might be vast,
but since it’s a web dataset it’s quite possible that heavy preprocessing is re-
quired before being actually usable. Other common sources of data between
pretrained models are the Wikipedia pages - the main source for many multilin-
gual and non-English models - as well as parsed subsets of the Reddit, IMDB,
or Twitter websites. Kaggle[43] is another great source with a wide variety of
user-submitted datasets, though due to their much smaller size they might be
more suitable for fine tuning, rather than actually pretraining.

3.4 The Open Toolkits

In Table 2, a summary of popular open source NLP tools is presented. Github
repository stars are used as an indicator of popularity, while also making sure
the projects are still active with recent/frequent releases.

Furthermore, Huggingface [50] maintains a carefully curated git repository
since 2019, with many of the latest pretrained Transformers for PyTorch and
Tensorflow, allowing the quick testing of any of these models and turning pro-
totyping into a breeze.
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Stars Description

spaCy [44] 19883 Python library with pretrained models and great multilin-
gual support, not suggested for research and benchmarking.

Flair [45] 10091 PyTorch library developed by Zalando, featuring the “Flair
embeddings” for more efficient text vectorization.

AllenNLP [46] 9794 Designed for quick prototyping and research with a variety
of pretrained models.

NLTK [47] 9711 One of the most recognizable libraries for NLP with some
ML options - though not a common option for the task.

Stanza [48] 5271 Stanford’s Python library for “Many Human Languages”.
Can also be used as an interface to CoreNLP for even more
features.

SparkNLP [49] 2002 Built on top of Apache Spark and TensorFlow for speed
and scalability, with generic and domain specific models
available.

Table 2: An overview of popular open source NLP tools & libraries.

As one can easily see, there’s a plethora of options - each with its own advan-
tages and drawbacks. For instance, AllenNLP is more research/education ori-
ented, while spaCy is probably a better choice for production, and NLTK might
be harder to use. In the end, it all comes down to the application’s requirements,
and the developing team’s personal preferences.

3.5 Challenges

Although NLP has evolved a lot over the last years, there are still some chal-
lenges. All the unstructured context needs to be translated into meaningful de-
fined data in order to perceive the intended meaning and entities, based on
grammar and context.

Text-Mining is used to identify non-trivial patterns in text-data, starting
with the Data Collection, by building a corpus, Data pre-Processing handles
and manipulates the corpus using sub-processes of tokenization, normalization
and substitution. Most of the raw data are not useful to define features, usually
containing a lot of noise, so the ML model tends to become less effective and
difficult to train. The initial goal is to go from chunks with text to a list of
cleaned tokens, and then proceed to data exploration & visualization, having
a better dataset prior to building the model. Unstructured data transformed
into useful text, by splitting the text into sentences, words and converted into
standard form, like expanding constructions and set them to their base style.

The semantic meaning of words, ambiguity, grammar, or even slang is some-
thing that needs to be handled. In the next figure we are quoting some of the
main challenges of NLP.

3.5.1 Ambiguity exists at every level in linguistics, as shown above. In nat-
ural language, it is common, words to have multiple meanings according the
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context of the sentence (contextual words). Contrariwise, different words can
have the same meaning(synonyms). Irony, sarcasm and humor may use words
with a specific state, but in fact imply the opposite. Some other main types of
ambiguity are: Lexical ambiguity, where a single token can be presented as a
verb, noun, or adjective, Semantic ambiguity refers to the conceptual situation
described in a sentence having multiple interpretation[52] and Syntactic ambi-
guity is happening when there is a double meaning in a sentence and the syntax
principles of the language are not followed. Additionally, errors, typos, slang and
inconsistencies complicates the translation.[53] Many times in a sentence there
is a discrepancy between the actual meaning and what is written. Pragmatics is
the study dealing with this case.[54].
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Fig. 4. NLP Linguistic Challenges while parsing human languages [51]

When input data is not text but speech, another ambiguity issue occurs. Pho-
netics and phonology refers to how tokens sound like. Phonetics deals with the
vocal properties and perception, meaning how they are produced, and phonology
deals with the expression in relation to each other in a language [55],[56].

3.5.2 Go Big (or maybe not?)

With every new publication, each team enters the race for a larger number
of parameters (see Fig. 5), ending up with models with billions of parameters.
While that might improve the actual results, it has a huge impact on the training
cost - both financially and time-wise - even if just fine tuning is required, making
many of the latest architectures unusable for single GPUs or even whole GPU
clusters in some cases. Besides whatever environmental consequences that might
have, it’s also hindering their usage in real-world scenarios.
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3.5.3 The Context Fragmentation & Text Repetition

The original Transformer architecture as well as popular deriving models
has a predefined max input sequence length - in some cases defined by the
model itself (e.g. 512 in BERT and GPT-1, 1024 for GPT-2) or by the overall
hardware limitations (i.e. available memory). This might end up in context loss
in some marginal cases where the input is split into segments where one’s
content correlates with its next or previous. Though in practice that’s not usually
a problem, there are some suggestions like the aforementioned Transformer XL
that can help.

Furthermore, for the task of Question Answering (QA) or any other task that
requires actual text generation, the output might be repetitive or even irrelevant
on some occasions. Though sometimes that’s due to the model itself or insuffi-
cient training, there are cases where the reason is this context fragmentation, or
the lack of big/diverse enough datasets.

3.5.4 Lost in Translation

Most of today’s pretrained models are focusing on the English language,
with some approaches focusing on character based languages like Chinese or
Arabic. Some of the very few multilingual options are sparse pretraining at-
tempts of BERT or GPT for local languages with monolingual models as a result
(see Fig.3). The multilingual version of BERT (or m-BERT), trained on the
Wikipedia corpora, is another such option, supporting 104 different languages.
The lack of a big enough, quality, multi-lingual dataset remains though, since
even in Wikipedia many languages have a significantly lower number of pages
(sometimes too low to even be considered) compared to English.

The XLM model [57] attempts to take multilinguality one step further by
adding byte pair encoding and training BERT in two languages at once, while
changing the “Masked Language Modeling” objective to “Translation Language
Modeling”, masking tokens in either of the two languages. While that creates
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a multi-language model that can outperform m-BERT, it makes the data avail-
ability even harder, since now the same content is required in two languages
at once. XLM-R [58] is an XLM successor, using a much larger dataset and
improving performance at a scale that can be fine tuned for one language and
then be used for cross-lingual tasks.

While all of the above do wield interesting results, there’s still a huge gap be-
tween English and other languages in some tasks like QA. For instance, a F1/EM
(Exact match) score of 80.6/67.8 in English becomes 68.5/53.6 in German for
the MLQA question answering benchmark [57].

4 Conclusion

During the last decade there has been a tremendous progress in the field of
NLP whether it’s overall improvements, or task specific. It started with the
vectorization revolution, with new suggestions for the most important task at the
core of every NLP pipeline, ending up to the recent introduction of Transformers
and transfer learning that marked the beginning of the “Golden Age”.

Over this period, more and more companies started to adopt Chatbot tech-
nologies. Starting with simple pattern matching support agents, they’re getting
more and more sophisticated, gradually starting to adopt Machine Learning tech-
niques and models, making them even more human-like and shifting to actual
learning, away from patterns.

Machine Translation is also progressing steadily. Being one of the main tasks
for the Encoder-Decoder model and their Transformer successors, automated
translation applications are nowadays more accurate than ever. As the text gen-
eration models evolve, automated article generation applications start to emerge
and virtual copywriters indistinguishable from humans, might soon be a reality.

But even though NLP has come this far, there are still many things to be
done. Multilingual support models have still a long road ahead, and recent mod-
els will need heavy optimization and down-scaling or wider adoption of efficient
hardware before they can be actually used in real-world applications. The Next
Big Thing is still to be seen, and Transformers are currently leading the way.
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